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To be honest, the episodes that always manage to review Kami-sama (17-25), but actually is the only Saiyuki season that has the minimum quantity of exclusive episodes of filling / souls (for a total of 12) o episodes that differ from the manga version. All in all, recharge (in particular the cover of the kami-sama arc) is one of the strongest seasons (well
rounded) throughout the saiyuki anime. Sanzo Ikkou continues his journey to the west, on a mission to prevent demonic resurrection. Again, I had to dock out from the story for some of the filling episodes; Most of them wouldn't mind watching again, but there is a couple (like episodes 14-15) that I will never look at a second time. The history recycled
in those two episodes was what made you really dock out of the general history, although this season covered the Kami-sama Arc. History still on a group of Hodgepodge in India to stop the minus wave and situations they meet along the way. As I would like to see the kami-sama arc in the first season (as it occurred before none of the events in
recharge in the manga), I am glad it was animated in the charging anime and not the first one (as there is ¨ More immersion in recharge). TV series2003Ã ¢ â,¬ "20042003 - 200424Mpresty Genjo Sanzo and companions Cho Hakkai, Sha Gojyo, and Son Goku maintains their journey to the west to stop the resurrection of the demon Gyouumao. Like
Genjo Sanzo, Cho Hakkai, Sha Gojyo, and Il Son Goku fight for their goal, their journey is full of internal conflicts. BCDB Rating: "Saiyuki Reload Gunlock" has not yet received sufficient vows to evaluate. Read Genjo Genjo and Companions of Genjo, Sha Gojyo, and Son Goku It keeps their journey to the west to stop the resurrection of the Gyoumao
daemon. Spiral things from this, and the new antagonist makes its appearance long after the misunderstanding is canceled; The infant infant sociopath No name, which is simply called "kami-sama". The "Kami-sama" arc is probably probably a 9/10, but the rest of the story is simple fillers. This series has been viewed 2 times this month and 565 times
in total. He did not dedicate a section to the characters, since they are equal from the first season (with the exception of a new antagonist, "Kami-sama", but saying that something about him would have given away a lot on the plot). While the reputation of Sanzo Ikkou precedes them, they continue to fight demons killers at every turn, but they must
also treat w ... the animation is not perfect, and there are still some "non-contact" scenes that afflicted the first 50 episodes But the fighting are much more immersive. Unfortunately, it fell into the "sound" rating, because not only I find the second song annoying revenues as the hell to listen, but part of BGM music is not as strong or appropriate as
the first season. What makes this season really worth watching are laughter in the previous episodes, some of the surprisingly interesting fillers, and in particular the kami-sama arc.Ã ¢ in the market, gojyo meets / saves a young youkai, and gets up to Chatting with him. The boy misunderstands to talk about his companions, and gets the impression
that they are "bad" to eliminate. While the reputation of Sanzo Ikkou precedes them, they continue to fight demons killers at every turn, but they must also address the growing tensions within their group to defeat a powerful enemy. You have no visible pages recently if this season was not filled with unnecessary episodes (and often boring) filling
episodes, it would completely obscure the first season. 12 Two of the 25 episodes This season are fillers, and most of them are those who never look at more. Â »The positive side, the animators have finally set Bad "Frame" with fighting scenes. 2.2552 Please provide the Saiyuki Saiyuki cartoon series Gunlock a vote between 1 and five stars, with five
stars is the best, 1 is a show that you absolutely hate, and three for an average show. Overall the filling episodes are fun to look, but the real gem is the kami-sama arc. Unlike disappointing fans everywhere when we discovered that Volume 7 of Saiyuki recharge was not animated in Gunlock, the Kami-Sama Arc finally made it in the anime and did not
deviate from the manga. Like the reputation of Sanzo Ikkou Prev ... the rest of the episodes should have fun to boring. There are a couple of episodes (14-15) which are almost a repetition of the desert episodes we have seen in the first series (Sanzo is poisoned, the group is ending time, Kougaiji offers a flying dragon in exchange for writing or A
fight), only Goku does not become Berserk / Seitan Taisei in it. It is probably the worst original set of original episodes in the entire set of charging. The main point of history begins in episode 17, and runs to the end (episode 25). This is known as the "kami-sama" arc, and souls covers the 7-9 volumes of manga.ã, I had to dock points for some useless
fillers, but the kami-sama arc is strong (granted, If the kami-sama arc was not in the charging anime, the history and general evaluation would be much lower). Because the fighting scenes (even in the filling episodes) are much better in terms of animation and immersion of what they were in the first season, my assessment of this season goes up.
When they meet a formidable pair of west opponents, the cohesion of the group and the destiny of the mission can be at stake. pole.
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